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C L A S S R O O M TEACHING ENGLISH IN UNIVERSITY 
Ha6uMcaHKM3bi 3., Mydanoea K.X., A6dynsiae«a r.A. 

Kaiaxcman, Ajwambt, KajHY mtettu anb-<I>apa6u 

Maxima aydumopuxda a/>t>uimbiH minm o^buuydbnt otcaifa MemoduKajibix, adicmepiu 
K/apacnuApadtA. Cmydemnmepze ifbubnfmbi macindep apu^uibi ojtapdbirt oimdu-iueH yupeny 
denceHdiaieiu apmmMpbtn, couneMdepdi 6aunaHbicmt* mypde myciiiydiij otcondapbin HUKfimm 
Mbicandap ap^biJibi Kopcemedi. CoHbiweH ifamap aydumopunda aetMUMH minin oxy xcstie 
oicaaydbiri macijidepiu ueepydin .MCOJidapbiH Kopcemmi. 

TiprK coidcp: AgbiJiutbiH, aydumopun, Memodonozux, Kpiionynupy, mycmy. 

B dciHHou cmambe paccMampueatomcH npenodaeanux amnuucKozo H3biKa kcik MHoeue m 
Memodoe npenodaeaHwt, mno no3aojinem Momueupoeantb cmydemnoo aKmuaHOMy o6yueuuio 
aHznuucKoco »3HKa a maK.vce Ha pcaeumun naebiKoa u npudaem oco6oe 3HcmeHue Ha 
neKomopbie 3<{)tt>eKmusHbie nymu ee peantnayuu Ha ypoKe. Aemop onuuevaem npewuyutecmso 
Memoda o6yuemut iia pateumim HaebiKoe 'tmemist u micbMa ua ypoxe u BbWCHtiem paiJiiiMHbie 
cnoco6bt pcuiemix jmou npodjieMbi. 

Kmoieawe cnot: amnuucicuu, atyxoebie, Memodonoewi, noouipnntb ocyuiecmateHue, 
naebiKu. 

The article discusses to the classroom teaching English as many of methods teaching 
English that allows encourage students' active learning and for the development of skills 
emphasizes certain effective ivays of its realization at class. The author point out the benefit of 
classroom teaching method for developing reading and writing skills and finding out various 
ways in solving a problem. 

Key words: English, auditory, methodology, encourage, realization, skills. 

Classroom teaching is the main way for students to leam English. But a lots 
of problems still exist in the English teaching especially in the teaching of reading 
and writing. In this paper, the importance and methods of reading and writing will 
be further discussed. 

Classes should be learner-centered, with meaningful, functional activities, 
often; classes begin by finding out what the students don't know. These classes 
operate on the assumption that there is a great deal of information that students 
lack and that the teacher and textbooks will impact that information to the students. 
Teachers who hold this assumption view students as plants waiting passively to be 
fed and watered. But I think the students should be regarded as explorers, active 
learners who bring a great deal to the learning process and at the same time, draw 
from their environment as they develop new understandings. The basic principle 
will be used in the teaching of reading and writing. 

Section I How to teach reading 
I . Why teach reading 
There are many reasons why getting students to read English texts is an 

important part of the teacher's job. In the first place, many of them want to be able 
to read texts in English either for their careers, for study purposes or simply for 
pleasure. Anything we can do to make reading easier for them must be a good idea. 

Reading texts provide good models for English writing; provide 
opportunities to study language vocabulary, grammar, punctuation, and the way to 
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construct sentences, paragraphs and texts. Lastly, good reading texts can introduce 
interesting topics, stimulate discussion, excite imaginative responses and be the 
springboard for well-rounded, fascinating lessons. The last but not the least, 
students must read widely because only a fraction of knowledge about the world 
can come from other experiences in their short lives. 

2. What kind of reading should students do? 
When the teachers give reading class to students, they should notice a 

balance—a balance to be struck between real English on the one hand and the 
students' capabilities and interests on the other. There is some authentic written 
material which beginner students can understand to some degree: menus, 
timetables, signs and basic instructions, for example, and, where appropriate, 
teachers can use these. But for longer prose, teachers can offer their students texts, 
which, while being like English, are nevertheless written or adapted especially for 
their level. Anyway, the materials to be read should be interesting and meaningful. 
Teachers should become better acquainted with books written specially for 
students and dealing with their problems [1 ]. 

3. What are the principles behind the teaching of reading? 
a)Permit Students To Read 
No one has learned to swim by practicing the skills of backstrokes, flutter 

kicks or treading water while staying on the edge of the swimming pool. Yet, in 
the teaching of reading teachers often do just that. Rather than let the students into 
"the water", teachers keep them in skills books learning rules about letters, 
syllables or definitions of words rather than letting them into the book itself, 
permitting them to be immersed in the language which comes from the authors as 
the readers try to reconstruct the written message. Encourage students to respond 
to the content of a reading text, not just to the language. Of course, it is important 
to study reading texts for the way they use language, how many paragraphs they 
contain and how many times they use relative clauses. But the meaning, the 
message of the text, is much more important. Teachers should help students 
understand that the main reason to read is for them. They have to have their own 
purpose to read and reading must make sense, they have to find ways of doing 
something about it. They should be encouraged either to reread or to continue 
reading to gain meaning. But they must realize that the meaning is not in the 
teacher, but in the interaction between the reader and author. Students should be 
encouraged to ask themselves repeatedly, "Does this make sense to me?" Students 
should be encouraged to reject and to be intolerant of reading materials that do not 
make sense. 

b) Encourage students to guess or predict 
Readers' guesses or predictions are based on the cumulative information and 

syntactic structure they have been learning as they have been reading. Therefore, 
their guesses are more often than not appropriate to the materials. Students have to 
realize that risk taking in reading is appropriate; that using context to decide what 
words mean is a proficient reading strategy and that they have the language sense 
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to make appropriate guesses which can fit both the grammatical and semantic 
sense of what they are reading. 

c) Match the task to the topic 
Once a decision has been taken about what kind of reading text the students 

are going to read, teachers need to choose good reading tasks? the right kind of 
questions and useful puzzles, etc. Asking boring and in appropriate questions can 
undermine the most interesting text; the most commonplace passage can be made 
really exciting with imaginative and challenging tasks. Working in groups, the 
English teacher and students take turns asking each other questions following the 
reading. The teacher may ask, "What is the significance of the character's age?" 
These questions require inferences based on details from the reading text. 

Section Two-—How to teach writing (Developing correctness in students' 
writing) 

"Students learn to write by writing, and they learn to write correctly by 
writing, revising, and proofreading their own work"—with some help or direction 
from the teacher when it is necessary. They do not learn to write correctly by 
studying about writing or doing isolated workbook exercises unrelated to their own 
writing. So, the most important technique a teacher can use to guide students 
toward grammatically correct writing is to let them write, let them write things 
related to their own experiences. There is no limit to the kinds of text the teacher 
can ask students to write. Teachers' decisions, though, should based on how much 
language the students know, what their interests are [2], 

"Do I read a paper and ignore all punctuation, what good is that for students. 
We spend hours at night with papers—I'm not sure the students get as much 

from it as the time I spend on it." 
These comments by English teachers discussing the process of marking 

student papers reflect the dissatisfaction and frustration of many teachers over the 
problem of dealing with the errors in student writ ing—the obvious mistakes in 
spelling, punctuation—Traditionally, teachers have worked to correct errors in 
two ways: by teaching grammatically correctness through exercise in grammar 
texts; by pointing out all errors when making student papers [3]. 

Most students find it very dispiriting if they get a piece of written work back 
and it is covered in red ink, underlings and crossing-out. It is a powerful visual 
statement of the fact that their written English is terrible. Of course, some pieces of 
written work are completely full of mistakes, but even in these cases, the teacher 
has to achieve a balance between being accurate and truthful on the one hand and 
treating students sensitively and sympathetically on the other. 

Some techniques can be used in dealing with the errors in student papers: 
d) Selectivity 
Rather than engage in intensive error-correction when responding to student 

writing, teachers are encouraged to adopt a more moderate approach to error. If the 
teacher over-corrects the students' mistakes, the students would be likely to focus 
on errors instead of ideas. Students are more likely to grow as writers when the 
teacher's primary purpose in reading student papers is to respond to content. 
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However, if attention to content and correctness are combined when making 
papers, it is more helpful to select one or two kinds of errors the individual student 
is making than to point out every error in the paper. The teacher can identify a 
selected error, show an example or two on the student paper, and either explain the 
correct form or direct the student to a handbook for further explanation. It is 
always worth writing a comment at the end of a piece of written work anything 
from "Well done" to "This is a good story, but you must look again at your use of 
past tenses—see X grammar book page xx." 

e) Error-analysis 
Another method for working with student error, one that can be especially 

fruitful for teachers, is to approach it from an analytic perspective. Teachers, as 
error-analyst, look for patterns in the errors of an individual student, tries to 
discover how the mistake arrived at the mistakes by analyzing the error (Lack of 
knowledge about a certain grammatical point; A careless one or a miss-learned 
rule?), and plans strategies accordingly [4], 

f) Publish Student Writing 
The final basic strategy is publishing. Students need a reason for laboring 

over a draft until it is perfect; the urge to see oneself in print can be a powerful 
drive toward revision and proofreading. 

Conclusion: As teachers to the students who are in senior high school, they 
should learn to turn students' hard work toward supporting the language strengths 
students already have, proving students with a feeling of success, finding materials 
and planning classroom experiences will turn students 011 to reading and writing, 
the reading and writing will develop with much greater ease than it does at the 
present time. 
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TbiHMn TYcmy/n YHPEHY 
Hypcaudoe M. 

Ka3axcmaH, AjiMamu, KcaHY imemi anb-@apa6u 

Mayajiada tfbimau minm o^bin-yiipeHydeei 6acmbi MemoduKcmbtif Heeixi mypi 6ojiun 
ecenmejiHemeH mbttfdan mycinyze Kpmticmbi OKammugyjiap 6epimn, moH-oiccitynbi 
mycmdipimeH. 
TipeK coidep: sdicmeMe, ayduoMamiH, M3mm, <pOHemma, neKctim, epoMMamum, Ke3eq. 
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